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How 'green' is the new campus center? 
Lawrence aims for silver rating in LEED certification 
Alicia Bones 
Staff Writer 
Lawrence - or more accurately, 
part of Lawrence - is going green. 
Lawrence's new campus center, with 
its completion scheduled for winter 
2009, is aiming for a silver rating in 
the national environmental buildings 
ratings. 
The U.S. Green Building Council 
developed a national standard, LEED, 
short for "Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design," with differ-
ent criteria to determine whether or 
not a building's design and execu-
tion is environmentally minded. 
The purpose of this organization 
is to monitor and reward the envi-
ronmentally friendly design, con-
struction, and operation of so-called 
"green buildings." 
LEED looks at five areas in deter-
mining whether or not a building 
qualifies for LEED certification. 
First, it looks at the sustainabil-
ity of the site development, or how 
the building can renew resources 
within itself for the long term. 
Then it looks at a building's 
water conservation, energy efficien-
cy, and materials choices. 
Finally, LEED makes sure the 
materials indoors, like paint and 
carpet, meet its standards. 
water, reduces greenhouse gases, 
and reduces waste sent to landfills. 
Economically, LEED buildings 
have lower operating costs due to 
Mark Geall of Tanesay Appleton," Geall spoke about his 
Development, who spoke on cam- RiverHeath development project, 
pus Oct. 23 as part of a three-part which will be beneath the College 
environmental protection series, Avenue Bridge by the river. 
The ·River Heath development will 
consist of 15 to 20 acres of residen-
tial spaces, shops, and restaurants 
and is to be a part of the U.S. Green 
Building Council's Neighborhood 
Development Pilot Program. 
Geall explained how his develop-
ment got this green certification. 
Because his development is using 
the space currently occupied by a 
warehouse and not natural space, 
Geall said, "When you start building, 
you're already halfway to certifica-
tion." 
Other environmental factors 
Geall spoke of in his presentation, 
which are applicable to the campus 
center, were parking decks instead 
of parking lots to save natural space; 
more expensive, specially designed 
windows to save on heating and 
cooling bills; and green roofs, or 
gardens on roofs, to reduce water 
run-off. 
Although green buildings are 
more expensive to build, Geall said 
that the expense will be "paid back 
in a reasonable amount of time." 
LEED certification is important 
to preserve the environment, but 
a LEED-certified building also has 
cheaper operating costs and may 
qualify for money from the govern-
Photo by Ben Doherty 
Seniors Nathan Litt and Peter Bennett helped with the concrete-pouring on October 18. 
Lawrence is aiming for the third 
highest LEED certification. More 
extensive measures could be taken 
to achieve a gold or platinum level, 
rather than Lawrence's goal of a 
silver level. 
ment. 
Environmentally, a LEED-certi-
fied building conserves energy and 
renewable energy and water conser-
vation components of the buildings. 
Also, LEED-certified buildings 
qualify for governmental tax rebates 
and zoning allowances. 
Students' take on 
MyElectionDecision.org 
Dorothy Wickens of Instructional Technology, and 
Associate Op/Ed Editor senior Gregory Blike. 
As part of President Jill Beck's 
theme of promoting political 
awareness and engagement among 
Lawrence students this year, a team 
of five from Lawrence University 
and the University of California 
at Irvine put together a website: 
MyElectionDecision.com. 
It was designed with college vot-
ers in mind, and according to Robert 
Beck, a visiting professor to Lawrence 
and the principal investigator on the 
project, it is a way for students to 
explore their own ideas and feelings 
on issues in a more neutral way. 
In a society that " focuses so 
much on candidate personality," said 
Robert Beck, "we were going for a 
more objective view point." 
The development of the website 
took about six months. A doctoral 
student of political science at the 
University of California at Irvine 
named Ted Gaulin was in charge of 
compiling the quotes of the candi-
dates' stances on the issues. 
According to Professor Beck, 
Gaulin went to the candidates' cam-
paign websites and worked through 
and "boiled down" their statements 
to shortened summaries of their 
positions. 
"Some people think they're still 
too lengthy," he claimed, "but we 
didn't want to dumb them down." 
The website itself was built here 
by David Berk, Lawrence's Director 
There are five political issues 
that are highlighted on the website: 
economics, healthcare, Iraq, immi-
gration and energy. 
They were chosen because they 
are the issues that polls say are 
the most important to the elector-
ate right now, according to Robert 
Beck. But since the site is aimed at 
younger voters, "there are probably 
some issues they're interested in 
that aren't there." 
This is true, according to junior 
Claire Gannon, who wondered why 
education was not one of the issues. 
Gannon also found the statements 
in the Energy section to be quite 
confusing. 
Along with the issues, students 
have critiques of other aspects of 
the site. Some of these students 
think that the website will not attract 
those who are not already interested 
in finding out this kind of informa-
tion, which is part of the project's 
goal - to get students to be less 
politically apathetic and more likely 
to vote. 
The website might not attract 
the politically unaware because it 
is not widely publicized on campus. 
My Election Decision was one of the 
features of President Beck's convoca-
tion speech, but not many students 
actually attended the convocation. 
"It needs more publicity," said 
See MyElectlon on page 4 
explained more about environmen-
tally friendly development. 
In his lecture titled "What's a 
green neighborhood? Challenges 
faced by green developers in 
To achieve a silver level, a build-
ing must have an innovative environ-
See Green on page 2 
Biorklunden: bigger, better? 
Katy Hillbo 
Staff Writer 
Life at Lawrence can be very 
enjoyable, but it can also be filled 
with stress: deadlines, drama, and 
too many late nights. For many 
students, Bjiirklunden, Lawrence's 
northern campus, provides a much-
needed respite from the Appleton 
campus as well as an engaging and 
unique place to learn. 
Recently, Bjiirklunden under-
went a major expansion. The people 
who worked on the project hope that 
the expansion will help to meet the 
growing need for more space and 
will allow more people to experience 
the benefits that Bjiirklunden has 
to offer. 
Located in scenic Door County, 
Bjiirklunden was donated by Donald 
and Winifred Boynton in 1963 with 
the understanding that it would con-
tinue to serve as a "place of peace 
and contemplation." 
It offers a place for student semi-
nars, summer seminars, research, 
and internships in a natural setting. 
Bjiirklunden accommodates several 
different groups each year, provid-
ing a more intimate and relaxing 
atmosphere for groups in which to 
bond and learn. 
In recent years, however, the staff 
has had to tum people away due to 
a lack of space. This past year, work 
began to solve the space problem by 
expanding the current structure. 
The expansion more than dou-
bled the size of the former structure. 
The 20,000-square-foot addition 
includes: 10 bedrooms, two sets of 
adjoining guest rooms, a computer 
lab, a mudroom and a seminar room. 
. This will increase the capacity from 
54 to 104 people during the school 
year and from 22 to 44 people in the 
summer. . 
All of these new additions are the 
results of a formally endowed capi-
tal campaign called "Extending the 
Reach: A Campaign for Bjiirklunden." 
The campaign was run from 2004 
through 2006 and raised $4 mil-
lion. All of the money was privately 
funded. 
The campaign was started after 
Greg Volk, Lawrence's Executive 
Vice President, and Mark Breseman, 
the current Bjiirklunden director, 
saw the need for an expansion at 
Bjiirklunden. 
With the construction of the new 
campus center and other projects, 
the two felt that their project would 
fit with the current goals of the col-
lege. According to Breseman, "It was 
a great opportunity. The timing was 
right." The two met with the trustees 
of the college, President Jill Beck, 
and the architect. They also received 
input from people on campus. 
Once the planning was finished, 
the construction began and pro· 
gressed smoothly. Breseman said that 
there were really no major obstacles 
during the construction: "We used 
the same architect, so they knew 
what we wanted - and we used the 
same construction company." The 
project was finished in under a year, 
and the new Bjorklunden has already 
been visited by some groups on 
campus. 
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Four thousand miles across the sea 
Life outside 
the Bubble 
Meghan McCallum 
Staff Writer 
My host family often calls our 
household "L'auberge espagnole". 
This comparison emerged one 
night around the dinner table, when 
Florens, the German exchange stu-
dent, and I were telling the rest 
of the family English and German 
translations of French phrases. 
Though as a group we aren't a 
whole lot like the film's characters, 
it's true that there is rarely a dull 
moment in the house, especially 
around the dinner table. Every night 
we each bring our separate cultural 
backgrounds to the table - literally 
- as we sit down around a delicious 
meal. And I mean it when I say "deli-
cious"; my host mom is amazing in 
the kitchen. 
For me, the most important les-
sons I bring away from the dinner 
table are those relating to plays 
on words or certain expressions 
that I didn't know beforehand. For 
example, during my first week I 
learned that "bien fait," which liter-
ally means "well done," is only used 
sarcastically. host family for the French word at me expectantly. After a moment 
For example, if a mother tells her for "spanking" ("fessee"), he got up of trying to figure out what he was 
little kid not to run on the sidewalk, from our dinner table bench to make doing, I asked, confused, "Fessee?" 
and then he trips and hurts himself, room for our host father to open This word now remains an inside 
she could say, "Bien fait!" to give the dishwasher. This is a regular. joke in our house. 
him crap for not listen- ---.....-. .. r-a:a::::::-:---------------, The sharing of 
ing to her. information goes to 
I had assumed that our host family, too. 
the phrase's mean- They like to hear 
ing was the same as in about American TV 
English; that you can say shows and movies 
it sincerely and sarcasti- that they may rec-
cally. It turns out that ognize, and it's safe 
the phrases are not the to say that my host 
same ... unfortunately, brother, Cassien, is a 
I had already said "Bien Prison Break fanatic. 
fait!" a few times to the I hadn't ever seen 
people I play liltimate the show before I came 
with. here, and I have to say 
Dinnertime enlight- I find it less interesting 
enment doesn't stop dubbed in French, but 
there. Florens will every nonetheless I like to 
so often ask how to say know which American 
certain words that he has TV shows are popular 
forgotten, and sometime Photo courtsey of Meghan McCallum here. 
last week he bought a Meghan McCallum with her host brother Cassien (right) and German exchange student I was not surprised 
little pocket notebook to Florens (left). that neither Florens 
write it all down. It's not uncommon routine; most every night Olivier nor Cassien had ever heard of Aqua 
for us to spend a minute or two writ- clears the plates and then puts them Teen Hunger Force. Of course, with-
ing or drawing things out. in the dishwasher. Florens and I have in a couple weeks of being here I 
When I first met him I felt a to stand up and move our bench sat them down, put on the French 
serious, quiet vibe from Florens, but slightly down to make room for the subtitles, and watched them become 
he is often the person that brings dishwasher to open. I hadn't been hooked. 
the jokes and general laughter to paying attention to the dishes, and The three of us live on our own 
the table. One day, after asking our I saw Florens standing up, looking floor in the house, and we often 
gather in the common area between 
our rooms to watch TV shows on 
my computer. I've also learned that 
YouTube is the universal home-
work - procrastination tool among 
Americans, French, and Germans. 
I really appreciate the cultural 
exchanges that I gain from living 
with a host family. I am lucky in par-
ticular to be with a family that is also 
hosting a German student, . because 
all of our opinions and ideas mix 
together in an interesting way. 
Being outside of the Lawrence 
Bubble has in general led to a vari-
ety of cultural exchanges. In the 
house I benefit from French and 
German insight, but there are also 
tons of other cultures represented 
in Nantes. 
A few examples: a few weeks 
ago I befriended a New Zealander 
while watching the publicly-screened 
rugby matches; I have introduced 
myself to a few Senegalese men who 
have a stand near the main tram sta-
tion; last night I went bowling and 
met a British exchange student, and 
today I found myself exploring an 
Irish ·shop. Being here, I often think 
about how small our world really is. 
We just have to step outside of the 
Bubble to get a little taste of it. 
------------------------
Scientist of the Week: 
by Liz Tubman 
Scientist of the Week Dan 
Berg took a break from work-
Dan Berg 
ing in the lab to give Lawrence's nonscien-
tific students a glimpse of a day in the life 
of a scientist. Berg, a super senior irl his last 
term here at LU, is a double interdisciplinary 
major in biochemistry and neuroscience. 
He is using this last term to finish up his 
honor's thesis, which is based on continued 
~ 
research that was initiated by Professor Beth De Stasio. This research 
examines the relationship between a potassium channel, its interact-
ing components, and the way in which these molecules are involved 
in the complex behavior of C. elegans, a model organism like the 
lab rat. Photo by Joy Manweiler 
Last summer, Berg had the chance to travel to UCLA for the biennial · 
international "worm" meeting with his research adviser. This meeting is a chance for scientists and researchers 
to present and share their findings with the larger scientific community. Berg was able to present a poster on 
the research that he was doing himself back in Appleton. 
He described this trip as "a great experience; the worm community is known for its collective and cooperative 
nature that has only helped them to expand science to new frontiers." 
While at this conference, he was also able to make several important contacts that will help him in the future. 
One of these contacts may allow him to become a lab technician at the University of Minnesota until he begins 
his graduate studies next fall. He hopes to continue and expand upon his knowledge gained through researching 
at Lawrence as he continues his education, eventually planning to get his doctorate. 
So what is it that keeps this scientist interested in potassium channels, worms, and science in general? For 
Berg, it's the promise of being able to visualize a more complete picture of what makes us tick. . 
The complexity of life exists with the smallest of parts coming together to produce macroscopic form. 
Although every discipline will be necessary to gain a full understanding of life, he feels that the molecular level 
can provide him with the most insight in piecing the puzzle together. 
Jen's Photos 
of Greece 
(Left) From the city of Naufplion 
in the Pelopennese, 
looking down from a citadel at 
the top of the city. 
(Right) The silhouette of the 
Acropolis in Athens at sunset. 
(This view is from the academic 
center where Jen is studying 
abroad) 
Green 
continued from page 1 
mental design, be built with local 
materials and low-emitting car-
pet and paint, and have a good 
system for waste management. 
It also must have systems for 
water conservation and energy 
efficiency, among other things. 
Lawrence could improve its 
ratings by changing a number of 
things in the building's construc-
tion. It could use a greater per-
centage of renewable energy and 
green power or energy generated 
by natural sources such as wind 
power than it is using now. 
It could also use recovered 
building materials from demol-
ished structures in a more inno-
vative design. Finally, it could 
have more windows to reduce 
heating and cooling energy. 
Some students wonder about 
Lawrence's commitment to being 
an environmentally friendly cam-
pus, since currently the campus 
center is the only LEED-certified 
building on campus. 
Although it is a positive step 
in Lawrence's commitment to the 
environment to make its goal a 
silver LEED certification, many 
students feel silver is not good 
enough. 
Sophomores Dario LaPoma 
and Sonia Emmons, both mem-
bers of the environmental-aware-
ness club Greenfire, question 
why Lawrence doesn't aim for a 
higher rating. 
LaPoma said he felt "like 
they could go for the higher 
ranking" because they received 
an "anonymous donation" which 
they could "use for whatever 
they want." 
Sonia agreed, saying that if 
Lawrence is going to "try and 
be environmentally friendly, we 
might as well go all the way." 
She said the Lawrence cam-
pus is environmentally aware 
and that there would be student 
support for a LEED gold or plati-
num rating. 
She also said that students 
might be "less than thrilled" 
when they find out Lawrence 
only aims for a silver rating for 
the campus center development. 
Sophomore Justin Berkowitz 
said that if there was some rea-
son the campus center "can't 
reach that level, we as a student 
body should be told why." 
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Getting to know all about LU professors: 
This week: Gene Biringer,Associate Professor of Music 
Kayla Wilson 
Staf1Writer 
For many of us, Conservatory 
students or not, music theory is not 
the most exciting of all subjects. For 
Associate Profes·sor of Music Gene 
Biringer, however, the joy of music 
theory comes from discovering how 
and why music works and from 
developing a more intimate relation-
ship with the music. 
This expert in Schenkerian 
theory began his college career at 
Rutgers University, where he origi-
nally intended to pursue a religious 
studies major. He found the area 
to be "too narrowly academic, not 
experiential enough for my tastes at 
the time." 
Then he took a music theory 
course. "I discovered a Rosetta stone 
about how music works," he said. He 
toyed with the idea of composing 
after getting his master's degree in 
composition from the University of 
Illinois. "But I found I liked writ-
ing about music better than writing 
music," he said. 
He changed direction again; and 
received his doctorate in music the-
ory from Yale University. "20 years 
Hockey 
continued from page 8 
then fed it over to Nick Jennette, a 
junior, at the top of the circle. The 
goalie came across but not before 
Jennette tallied his first goal on a 
high blocker side shot. 
later I have less of an idea of how 
music works," he said, explaining, 
''I'm more open to the mystery than 
I ever was." 
Professor Biringer is nearing 
the end of his work in Schenkerian 
theory with the completion of a 
textbook. At this point in his career 
he is exploring ways to combine his 
love of music and his interest in 
meditation. 
Previously, this interest was "in 
the closet," so to speak, but now 
he feels it is time to bring it into an 
academic setting. "It is so important 
to me," he said, "not only in how I 
live my life and how I do my job, but 
I also think contemplative practices 
like meditation have the potential 
to transform us in ways that are 
perfectly consonant with the aspira-
tions of a liberal arts college." 
Recently he attended conferenc-
es in the growing academic area of 
contemplative studies, which seeks 
to bring "the practice and perspec-
tive of meditation the academic 
world." Biringer's hope is to eventu-
ally create an interdisciplinary con-
templative studies program, which 
would allow students and faculty to · 
explore human consciousness from 
man goalie Jimmy Ryan came in 
near the half way mark to split the 
time with Johnson. It is tough for 
a goaltender to come in cold, but 
Ryan took up right where Johnson 
left off, making big saves when 
called upon. 
The two goaltenders com-
bined to make a total of 30 saves 
for the shutout, eliciting praise 
from Captain Peterson: "Both goal-
ies played very, very well." The 
solid goaltending of both Johnson 
and Ryan gave Head Coach Mike 
Szkodzinski the ability to play 
different academic perspectives." 
More focused attention and better 
concentration are only a few of the 
benefits of such a combination. 
He is working on this goal by 
first teaching an upper level music 
history course called "Music and 
Mystical Experience" during spring 
term. In this course, students will 
examine many different kinds of 
music, read mystical literature from 
around the world and do sitting 
meditation along with other sound-
based contemplative practices. 
Meditation, after all, is some-
thing Biringer knows a good deal 
about, having practiced it since his 
college days. While on sabbatical in 
2002-2003, he entered an intensive 
meditation retreat in Burma where 
he was ordained as a Buddhist monk. 
For two months he slept only four 
hours a night, ate only two meals a 
day, and meditated for 16-18 hours 
a day, alternating between an hour 
of sitting meditation and an hour of 
walking meditation. In the summer 
of 2006 he returned to Burma for 
another retreat. He explains that 
these were "the most challenging 
experiences . . . but also the most 
rewarding in terms of life skills." 
goaltender and slid the puck past 
the Soo goaltender. 
The game was an exhibition, 
therefore it does not count on the 
Vikings' overall record; but it allows 
the Vikings to take momentum into 
next week's game at St. Norbert's. 
Tuesday, Oct. 30, the Yikes head 
up to take on the Green Knights. 
St. Norbert's is the current national 
runner-up and ranked second in 
the preseason national USCHO poll. 
The non-conference game is at 7 
p.m. at the Cornerstone Community 
Center in De Pere. 
His interest in combining 
meditation with his love of music 
recently led Biringer to learn 
overtone singing. A meditative 
discipline, this technique entails 
singing more than one tone at 
a time. 
Biringer is also interested in 
the healing powers of music, 
and spent time in June in the 
Peruvian Amazon studying "the 
use of sacred songs called icaros 
in helping to induce the trans-
formations of consciousness 
required for local healing prac-
tices." 
In addition to meditation, 
Biringer loves to cook, especially 
Indian cuisine, and he reportedly 
makes delicious sourdough bread. 
While he mostly reads books on 
meditation and psychology as it 
relates to meditation, he is cur-
rently reading Hermann-Hesse's 
Magister Ludi. Associate Professor of Mu~c ee::~~ Lindsay Hayward 
For those musicians, his 
favorite piece of music is the slow Soldier," the 1960's protest song 
movement in Bach's Third Gamba by Buffy Sainte-Marie, which ends 
Sonata in G minor, which was used "so defiantly on a supertonic triad. 
in the film "Truly, Madly, Deeply" How's that for a nerdy music theo-
- one of his favorites. He also likes rist's respo~se?" 
popular music including "Universal 
D 
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The Vikings' next goal came 
at 6:49 into the second when 
Scott Minarcik, a freshman from 
Lake Forest, Illinois, pounced on 
a rebound in front of the net. 
Minarcik tried to get the puck past 
the Thunderbirds' goaltender a cou-
ple of times, but couldn't work past 
the goalie. Minarcik then pulled the 
puck back and roofed it up over the 
goaltender's pad to score his first 
goal as a college athlete. Assists 
went to senior Josh Peterson and 
freshman Matt Jacobs on the goal. 
either of the two and be confident .....------------~ 
in their shot-stopping abilities. 
The remainder of the second 
period went scoreless and fresh-
Neil Wallace scored the lone 
goal in the third period. Wallace 
scored an unassisted mark at 
12:43 of the third period when a 
Soo defenseman made an errant 
pass that Wallace picked off at the 
top of the circle. Wallace walked 
in alone, made a move on the 
WHITE TO MOVE - MATE IN TWO 
M. My/lyniemi 1970/71 
Hint: come to chess club 
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on-line I on-site 
JOB FAIR 
for our Kimberly 
and Appleton locations 
Kimberly 850 E. Maes Ave. 
Appleton N135 Stoneybrook Rd. 
c::::=orrs 
Appleton 1919 Calumet St. 
2400 W. Wisconsin Ave. • 2700 N. Ballard Rd. 
APPLY ON-LINE AT www.picknsave.com or www.copps.com, OR USE OUR IN-STORE EMPLOYMENT KIOSK. 
Employment Facts 
Paycheck every 1 week 
Pay 100% 
Friendships 100% 
Training 100% 
Fun Place To Work 100% 
Flexible Hours 100% 
Vacation 100% 
Health Insurance 100% 
Stability 100% 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE: PERISHABLE & N0N-PER1SfW3LE 
DEPARTMENT MANAGERS AND lfAOS, POINT OF SALE/CUSTOMER SERVICE 
MANAGERS ANO LEADS, RECEIVING MANAGERS AND LEADS 
FUU & PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE: STOCKERS (VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 
INCLUDING 3RD SHIFT], MEAT WRAPPERS, MEAT HELP, SEAFOOD SALES COUNTER. 
CLERKS. PRODUCE SALES CLERKS. SALAD BAR SALES CLERKS, BAKERS. CAKE 
DECORATORS. BAKERY SALES CLERKS, A.OR.A.L DESIGNERS. FLORAL SALES CLERKS, 
DELI SALES Cl.EAKS COFFH: BAR SALES CLERKS. CASH1ERS, BAGGERS/CART 
RETRIEVERS. PRODUCT SAMPLER SALES CLERKS 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 
NOT All POSITIONS AVAllA8lE AT All LOCATIONS. 
WEEKEND AVAILABILITY REQUIRED. 
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Blackwater critics 
missing big picture 
Stephen X. Flynn 
for The Lowrentian 
Several employees of Blackwater, 
a private security contractor in Iraq, 
fatally shot 17 Iraqi civilians last 
month, and investigations allege 
that Blackwater employees used 
excessive force and fired without 
provocation. Hopefully, whoever 
committed any wrong in that inci-
dent will be brought to justice. That 
being said, this editorial is about 
responding to Blackwater's detrac-
tors. 
One common criticism of 
Blackwater and other security con-
tractors is that they overcharge the 
government for services that could 
otherwise be performed by U.S. mili-
tary personnel at lower cost. I can't 
compare military vs. contractor 
costs between the two because that 
information is not fully available, 
but I think that politics contrib-
utes to why the government might 
increasingly rely on contractors. or 
"mercenaries" as many critics call 
them. 
While the death of a security 
contractor hasn't been front page 
news in years, the death of U.S. 
soldiers is an emotional event for 
voters that contributes to war wea-
riness. Thus, by relying more on 
contractors, politicians don't have 
to answer to the military soft spot 
on every American heart. As for the 
money, yes, there is· waste and lack 
of oversight in how contracts are 
carried out, but the American peo-
ple can't have it both ways. Either 
we put more troops in harm's way 
to fill these jobs, or we pay more 
THE LAWRENTIAN 
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.--------------, 
for the "mercenaries," whose deaths 
Americans don't care about. 
Finally, the high salaries of 
Blackwater's employees - around 
$1000 a day - demonstrates how 
U.S. troops are seriously underpaid, 
not how Blackwater and other secu-
rity groups are overpaid. Blackwater 
salaries reflect the real market cost 
of guns for hire in one of the most 
dangerous places on earth. 
On the topic of accountabili-
ty, this concern is understandable 
because security contractors are 
immune from prosecution in Iraqi 
courts. Some critics want to subject 
Blackwater employees to the same 
military tribunals as U.S. service-
men. However, this would raise seri-
ous Constitutional issues, and those 
of you who disapprove of the mili-
tary tribunals at Guantanamo Bay 
would and should feel no different. 
Civilians should never be tried in 
military courts, ever. Legal experts 
have already said that, for a variety 
of reasons, prosecuting contractors 
in American courts would be near 
impossible. Maybe they should be 
subject to Iraqi courts, but could 
those trials be fair? I honestly don't 
know, but I don't think the current 
proposed solutions are any better. 
The real picture· overruns plus their expected profit. 
' This reverses the normal capitalist 
contractors in Iraq incentive to care about costs, dead-
lines, and quality. A more ridiculous 
J.B. Sivanich 
for The Lawren~an 
The name "Blackwater" has 
joined the likes of Abu Ghraib, 
Niger Yellowcake, the Duelfer 
Report, "Slam Dunk," Valerie Plame, 
and the Downing Street Memo on 
a lengthy list of scandals and mis-
takes that have come to symbolize 
the American invasion and occupa-
tion of Iraq. 
The September 16 killings of 
17 unarmed Iraqis by Blackwater 
employees is just the tip of the 
iceberg when it comes to the untold 
story of contractors and reconstruc-
tion in Iraq. 
Many commentators say that the 
Bush administration is "outsourcing 
the war" by hiring private secu-
rity contractors like Blackwater and 
DynCorp International. From 2001 
to 2006, Blackwater has received 
close to $1 billion dollars in fed-
eral contracts. It costs the govern-
ment $445,000 for each Blackwater 
security guard in Iraq per year 
- individual security guards can 
make $12,000 to $33,000 a month. 
The real story is that two-thirds 
of Blackwater-government contracts 
are "no-bid" contracts, an example 
of the absence of capitalism in the 
defense industry. No-bid contracts 
are illegal under European Union 
law. 
On a side note, many of these 
no-bid contracts that the Bush 
administration issued have "cost-
plus" provisions, which guarantee 
contractors that they will receive full 
compensation for any errors or cost 
example of the "cost-plus" system 
is the Basra Children's Hospital, one 
of Laura Bush's pet projects. It was 
a planned state-of-the-art medical 
facility in a town without safe drink-
ing water. The Bechtel Corporation, 
which was originally given a $50 mil-
lion contract, dropped the project a 
year into it, citing security reasons 
- however, when they dropped it, 
the hospital was not even remotely 
dose to being operational and the 
price tag had risen to $169 million. 
Blackwater founder Erik Prince 
daims that the title "mercenary" 
is "slanderous" because Blackwater 
consists of "Americans working 
for the American government." 
According to the U.N.-defined Geneva 
Conventions, however, a mercenary 
is any person who is "motivated to 
take part in hostilities essentially by 
the desire for private gain and, in 
fact, is promised, by or on behalf of 
a Party to the conflict, material com-
pensation substantially in excess of 
that promised or paid to combatants 
of similar ranks and functions in 
the armed forces of that Party" -
- which is exactly what Blackwater 
does. Prince also failed to mention 
that of his 98 7 employed contrac-
tors, only 744 are American citizens. 
There are 100,000 American con-
tractors in Iraq - 20,000 to 30,000 
of whom are armed private security 
contractors - but in the past three 
years, there has not been a single 
prosecution for an incident of vio-
lence. Compared to an American 
city of equal size, that is implausible 
- and Iraq is a war zone. Former 
Director of Iraqi Reconstruction Paul 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Freshman Studies class, but she's not 
on Facebook. 
·CAM 
As most students by now have 
noticed, the Viking Conservatives 
have released another round of 
posters. As usual, these have pro-
voked discussion, anger and stu-
dents tearing them down. While 
the first two responses are accept-
able and even encouraged in a civil 
society, the last response is not. 
The tearing down of posters 
should not occur on the Lawrence 
campus. Now before anyone read-
ing this calls me a neo-conserva-
tive apologist or worse, let me 
premise my political positions: I'm 
on the exec board of the College 
Democrats, I support universal 
healthcare, a less militaristic for-
eign policy and homosexual civil 
unions among other "progres-
sive" political positions. In short, 
I disagree with much of what 
MyElection 
continued from page 1 
Gannon, "not just an email that most 
students probably deleted anyway." 
According to Assistant Professor 
of Government Arnold Shober, the 
site might not appeal to some stu-
dents given the high barriers to get-
ting started, which include creating 
an account and checking one's e-mail 
just to log on. 
These barriers are what stopped 
Erica Hamilton, a fifth-year senior. 
Said Hamilton, "I would have pre-
ferred to go directly to a survey and 
was worried about receiving unwant-
ed e-mails later on. That's why I 
didn't go back." 
Some students do believe it is a 
good starting point, though. 
Freshman Jennifer Compton said 
the Viking Conservatives stand 
for. So the impetus for my call-
ing out of students tearing down 
these posters comes not from any 
political allegiance with the Viking 
Conservatives, but from my belief 
in freedom of speech. Any person 
in this country has the right to 
say what they want. When some-
one disagrees with another, they 
should respond with a counter 
argument, not by blindly tearing 
down posters. 
I encourage my fellow 
Lawrentians, wherever you fall on 
the political spectrum, to respect 
the opinion of your political oppo-
sites. If you disagree, say why 
you 'disagree. A civil society needs 
such a discussion to function. 
Jeffery Solberg 
she wouldn't want to base her deci-
sion only off of what the website 
told her, but that it's a "good place 
to learn about the issues that are 
out there." 
Tara Arnold, also a freshman, 
agrees that the site is "really straight -
forward and an easy way to learn 
about the candidates." 
As for the future of My Election 
Decision, Robert Beck said the site 
will keep going through the election. 
The site organizers hope to 
expand the issues to include more as 
the campaigns continue. They also 
plan to eventually just feature the 
two candidates that receive the nom-
inations, and perhaps any prominent 
third-party candidate. 
In the near future, the site will 
organize eight-person discussion 
groups in which people can further 
discuss the candidates they support. 
with Zach Patrick-Riley 
iB. and Z.P.R. 
on F.B. 
This week I'd like to welcome a 
very special guest and friend of mine 
to the love lounge: J.B Sivanich. He 
is a political opinion columnist for 
this very newspaper but has decided 
to join me in discovering a much 
more pertinent and worldly issue: 
Facebook. · 
Here goes: 
When does looking at a girl's 
Facebook profile become stalking? 
·CAM 
J.B.: More than three times a 
day. 
ZPR: Unless it's been a long 
Saturday and you're drunk which 
then makes it permissible to hit four 
or five. Or if you just broke up, then 
you have unlimited access before 
feeling guilty. Make it your homep-
age for all I care! 
Dear LLC, 
I have a crush on a girl in my 
J.B.: Whoa, whoa. No Facebook 
= no go. Let's look at this logi-
cally - there are only three reasons 
someone doesn't have Facebook: 1) 
They don't speak English and/or 
don't know how to use a computer; 
2) They are in the final stages of 
overcoming the Facebook addiction 
and had to terminate their profile; 
3) They are overly pious and get off 
on calling other Facebookers super-
. ficial (which is by far the worst). 
ZPR: [Interjects with a wave of 
his right middle finger.) 
J.B.: Not having a Facebook is 
tantamount to shutting yourself 
off from the world, rejecting every-
thing that is sacred and just about 
Western ·society. If you are crazy 
about this girl, be my guest, but 
don't come back writing to this love 
column asking for advice because 
you two are stuck holding hands 
in Downer B all alone, trying to 
use overzealous public displays of 
affection to make up for the lack of 
conversation because you ran out of 
things to say after three hours, and 
you've been together continuously 
for the last 40. 
ZPR: If she's simply breathtak-
ing and falls into the third category, 
then you have a moral obligation to 
take her off her self-placed pedestal. 
Here are five steps to doing so: 1) 
Charm her - she will probably be 
cold and think you're just the little 
squirt who talks too much in class, 
but she will give in; 2) Win her over 
- these pious types still hold on to . 
the little girlish notion of chivalry, 
so flowers are a good bet; 3) After 
a week or two of dating make some 
lofty argument how its important 
that she has a Facebook and that 
ou two are "In a Relationshi " 
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Bremer granted immunity for con-
tractors from Iraqi law, saying, "The 
immunity is not absolute. The order 
requires contractors to respect all 
Iraqi laws." American armed forces 
also have immunity from Iraqi laws 
but are held responsible in military 
court. There is an article in the law 
that states immunity can be with-
held, but the protocols for handling 
cases like the Blackwater shootings 
are untested, unclear and easy to 
fight in court. 
If the Bush administration is 
going to hire private security con-
tractors such as Blackwater in order 
to make up for poor recruitment of 
soldiers, then they need to create a 
workable legal format in which the 
contractors can be held account-
able. And if the Bush administration 
maintains "no-bid" contracts, then 
they need to be more scrupulous in 
holding wrongdoers liable. There is 
too much personal profiteering in 
a land where others are selflessly 
serving their country and more still 
are simply trying to survive. The 
least the government can do is set 
up a workable framework to hold 
gross violators accountable and be 
meticulous in their application. 
because you want to declare your 
love from the highest hill top/most-
frequented social networking data-
base; 4) Once she makes a profile, 
you win; and 5) you can proceed to 
do whatever you like i.e. poke, pro-
pose to or dump her ... etcetera. 
Dear LLC, 
Ok, so my backup at least has a 
Facebook, but she has "The Notebook" 
under her favorite movies. 
-CAM 
J.B.: Jesus Christ, Mac - I mean 
Cam - what are you doing? I'm 
handing this one over to ZPR. 
ZPR: All right, so my last girl-
friend liked "The Notebook," and 
"Gilmore Girls" and Hilary Duff and 
James Blunt and "America's Next 
Top Model" and ... well, you get the 
picture. The question is, where does 
it stop? Next thing you know you'll 
realize that it's the World Series 
and you missed all the divisional 
playoffs being tugged around like a 
shopping cart. 
J.B.: Mac - uh, Cam - I think 
your biggest problem is that you 
have to realize that there are per-
fectly eligible girls outside your 
Freshman Studies class. Go to 
Soundboard - that's where all the 
freshman girls go thinking they're 
going to pick up upperclassmen 
before realizing it's just Skyler. Go 
to those shitty freshman parties on 
Plantz fourth floor. I don't know, 
just branch out a little. 
ZPR: I must say I do give you 
credit on your work ethic. It's hard 
work Facebooking every girl you 
see, but one thing that Freshman 
Studies won't teach you is that only 
the tough survive. But don't worry 
Mac Wat <.,m, eventually we'll turn 
you from a .\1ac Donald to a Mac 
Daddy. 
Just never sto Facebookin . 
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STAFF EDITORIAL 
Shh! This is a library! 
Sitting in the library on a bleak October day, you'd never know it was 
a bleak October day. Laughter and chit-chat pervade the air, there is a pal-
pable "hanging-out" vibe, and all that's missing is XM radio and a barista 
or two to complete the ambience of a coffeehouse. 
Why is this happening? 
The library is an integral part of the Lawrence campus - of any col-
lege campus, presumably - so it's natural that a lot of Lawrentians find 
themselves there on a regular basis. Yet it is integral because it is a place 
that holds open the door to greater knowledge. The library holds floors 
and floors of books, periodicals, computers, big study tables, and, theo-
retically, silence. ; 
Silence is becoming more and more theoretical, however, even on the 
designated quiet floors. The first floor has always been a bit more "social," 
but now this social atmosphere is gaining momentum, and rushing up the 
stairs to invade the other floors. 
This needs to stop. There are some people who genuinely need and 
want to get work done and can only do so in silence. Third and fourth 
floors, in particular, are sanctuaries for those who need to do some seri-
ous reading or paper writing. 
The upper floors are not floors on which students should meet for 
group discussions, chat with friends or talk on cell phones. If you are 
sitting with friends on the second, third or fourth floors - which is fine 
to do and even suggested for sanity purposes - keep the talking to a 
minimum and a whisper at most. If you do need to meet with a group, or 
think you and your friends will be particularly chatty, consider different 
venues for such activities: first floor, the grill, Riverview, the coffeehouse 
or any lounge in any dorm. But please, respect the silence in the library 
and your fellow students. 
Hippo City 
James Eric Prichard 
Columnist 
Ron Paul Sux . 
As the most popular writer 
on campus, I now want to extend 
my popularity to the Internet. 
Fortunately, I know how to become 
popular online: by talking about 
Ron Paul. 
Ron Paul is the biggest joke in 
the world. A lot of people whose 
lives are chiefly spent on their com· 
puters care a lot about Ron Paul. 
These people, the set of whom inter-
sects greatly with the set of 9/ 11 
Truthers, follow him despite know-
ing very little about him. 
Most people don't know that 
Ron Paul is a doctor. (Actually, most 
people in the real world don't know 
about Paul at all.) This seems like 
a noble profession, but instead of 
being a heart surgeon like Bill Frist, 
his "expertise" is in ob/ gyn, making 
him a big-time pervert. 
Paul originally entered politics 
because he became frustrated with 
the government's greater abandon-
ment of the gold standard. Most 
politicians enter the arena to better 
the world or gain power, but Paul 
did so because of his strange affin-
ity for gold. He's like your lovably 
senile grandfather who tells you to 
invest in gold because he doesn't 
, trust paper or fax machines. 
This would-be alchemist won 
elections in Texas (where, by the 
way, he was BFF with Dubya and 
Tom Delay) because all the mothers 
and babies whom he touched at his 
hospital voted for him. CNN hasn't 
jumped on the fact that his support-
base consists of women with whom 
he has had personal relations only 
because they recognize that he can-
not win the election; to do so would 
be like criticizing a World Series run 
by the Brewers. 
Since reaching Capitol Hill, Paul 
has amused himself by pretending 
that he lives in the 1790s. He has 
decided to defer all political ques-
tions to rich white men who lived in 
an era before guns were invented. 
Paul's political and probably roman-
tic decisions are always made for 
him by the Constitution and only 
the Constitution, a document as 
irrelevant as The Bible. 
Paul's accomplishments as a 
Congressman include publishing 
slanderous newsletters and taking 
time off from work to continue his 
"medical practice." He also sought 
to impose term limits in the House 
of Representatives because he would 
rather make all of his co-workers 
mad at him than get something 
done. 
Despite being unqualified to run 
the world's biggest country, Paul 
is running for President anyway. 
Maybe his campaign is to make a 
point, namely, "Wasting money is 
fun." Millions of dollars have been 
donated to his campaign, the great-
est waste of resources since the 
Career Center's gratuitous poster-
ing. Literally hundreds of vocal 
Internet nerds have pledged their 
time and chastity to his cause. 
Why do these nerds love Ron 
Paul? The public continually shows 
their apathy for him, yet the annoy-
ingly vociferous web junkies remain 
dedicated to him. This question 
has two answers, one for each key 
Pauline demographic. Ron Paul, with 
his love for the slave-owning era, 
refuses to enter into our modern 
society, preferring to live in a make-
believe land. 
His inability to grapple with real-
ity speaks to the nerds who consider 
Slashdot a legitimate news source 
and have bad facial hair. Paul's 
second demographic is middle-aged 
anti-Bush conservatives who want 
an isolationist politician but cannot 
allow themselves to vote for a minor-
ity or a woman. With these backers, 
Paul believes that he has a chance at 
the White House. I would urge you 
to rally against his campaign, but 
that is really unnecessary. 
PHOTO POLL: 
''What did you do instead 
of going to the concrete 
pouringP" 
"I ceremoniously sacrificed 
Kevin." 
• Justine Garbarski 
"We were on facebook 
- JB Sivanich and 
Zach Patrick-Riley 
"I was moving my stuff into 
Seeley G. Mudd Hall." 
- Mark Sprtel 
"I was sleeping in class." 
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Bruce Springsteen's latest not quite "Magic" 
Rating: 7.8/ I 0.0 
Matt Pflaum 
for The Lawrentian 
From my senior year of high 
school through the beginning of my 
sophomore year of college, I was a 
Bruce Springsteen fanatic. I bought 
most of his albums, collected dozens 
of bootlegs, and saw him live three 
times. 
However, I've found myself los-
ing interest in The Boss over the past 
few years. "Devils and Dust" in 2005 
had some great songs, but also some 
incredibly boring ones. 
And last year's "We Shall 
Overcome: The Seeger Sessions" was 
an enjoyable take on traditional folk · 
songs, yet my iTunes library tells me 
that I haven't listened to it since the 
month after it came out. 
So, when I heard Springsteen was 
releasing "Magic" - his first album 
with the E Street Band since 2002's 
"The Rising" - I was not particularly 
excited. 
My pessimistic outlook on the 
album appeared to be justified when 
"Radio Nowhere," the album's first 
track, was released as the leadoff 
single. 
The song reminds me of "Vertigo" 
by U2, which is not a good thing. That 
is to say it's built around a catchy riff 
and simple lyrics - "This is Radio 
Nowhere/ls there anybody alive out 
there?" - and becomes increasingly 
monotonous over repeated listens. 
Much to my surprise, the rest 
of "Magic" is fairly solid. The big-
gest problem with "The Rising" was 
its length, and Springsteen mostly 
eliminates that problem here. At 11 
songs and 43 minutes, the album 
moves at a relatively brisk pace. 
"Magic" also finds Springsteen 
Artist Spotlight: 
by Pat Brooks 
effectively utilizing the tremen-
dous musicians that make up the E 
Street Band. "Gypsy Biker" features 
a scorching guitar solo from Nils 
Lofgren, while the orchestration on 
I 
Photo courtesy of amazon.com 
"Your Own Worst Enemy" and "Girls 
In Their Summer Clothes" adds just 
the right amount of bombast with-
out sounding too over the top. 
The album also finds Springsteen 
effectively balancing his playful and 
While an artist who drained nine pints of his own blood in order to create a life-
size bust of himself might not suit everyone's taste, senior Cecily Hughes finds the 
work of sculptor Marc Quinn, responsible for the blood sculpture titled "Self," refresh-
ingly clever and unpretentious. 
As a French major, Cecily traveled to France during fall term last year. While in 
France, her interest in art was piqued by exposure to classical and contemporary art 
as well as fashion. 
After returning to the states, she said, "I took some art classes, and sculpture 
appealed to me right off the bat. Sculpture is more flexible." Because of this experience, 
Cecily was inspired to get a minor in studio art. 
Assistant Professor of Studio Art Rob Neilson's "extreme realism" philosophy resonates with Hughes' own 
aesthetic. 
political sides. "Livin' In the Future" 
is a throwback to his "Born in the 
U.S.A." style, except it happens to be 
a lot better than most of the songs 
on that album. 
On the flip side, the song "Last 
To Die" asks, "Who'll be the last to 
die for a mistake?" and evokes the 
obvious image of the current Iraq 
War, of which Springsteen has been 
a noted critic. 
The highlight of the album, 
"Long Walk Home", tells the pow-
erful story of a disillusioned war 
veteran who returns home to find 
everyone has become "rank strang-
ers to me." Throughout his career, 
Springsteen has been one of the best 
at interspersing political commen-
tary in his songs without it coming 
across as inappropriate or annoying. 
This album is no exception. 
For me, the best part about hav-
ing a new E Street Band album to 
listen to is that it has inspired me to 
revisit some of his classic work from 
the 1970s and '80s and remember 
why I used to be an obsessive fan. 
"Magic," while satisfying at this 
stage of Springsteen's career, is hard-
ly on the same level of brilliance. A 
listener who has never heard albums 
such as "Born to Run" and "Darkness 
on the Edge of Town" should become 
acquainted with these earlier albums 
before exploring Springsteen's new-
est. Trust me, there's a reason your 
parents like him so much. 
Said Hughes, "I like to try and capture the fantastic aspects of both reality and imagination - the childlike Photo by Laura Qiu 
imagination." 
She is a self-declared hater of drawing and painting. "Its not as physical for me - I enjoy the actual physical time it takes to make sculptures," 
Hughes explained. Additionally, she finds three-dimensional art "easier to relate to." 
She also recognizes the importance of limits as fodder for creativity, and prefers to make her sculptures from found items - "I like not paying for 
my materials - it's a nice constraint." · 
Hughes' fantastical leanings have manifested themselves in interesting ways. "One of my favorite sculptures I made last year was [made of) sugar 
- I melted sugar and water together to create syrup and then let it harden and manipulated it into a giant edible but abstract sculpture." she said. 
When planning a sculpture, Hughes does "a lot of thinking, a lot of sketching of logistical kinds of things, and actually writing down ideas," she said. 
"I consider materials, and see what I can find." 
The process is not rushed. "It can easily take lots and lots of time," she said. "Including the whole planning and thinking process, I think an average 
work takes around 72 hours." 
The fruits of her labor should be on display third term. Hughes is planning an exhibition of sculptures and possibly photographs, so be sure to 
check it out. 
Choirs present first concert of the year 
Joy Manweiler 
for The Lawrentian 
The Lawrence University choirs 
will be performing their first con-
cert of the year Saturday, Oct. 27 
at 8 p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial 
Chapel. The concert, titled "Dusk 
to Dawn," will feature Lawrence's 
Viking Chorale, Cantala, and Concert 
Choir. 
Biorklunden 
continued from page 1 
Students who have stayed at 
Bji:irklunden this year have noticed 
some of the additions. Music edu-
cation major Tiffany Van Boxtel 
The choirs will be perform- Bjella. has been directing at from the Renaissance to contempo-
ing works by Whitacre, Schumann, Lawrence since 1984. His never-end- rary, so it is sure satisfy anyone's 
Vecchi, Nelhbel, Haydn, Grainger, ing enthusiasm promises a great musical taste. 
Ticheli, Griffin, Somers, Snyder, performance from both of these A freshman member of The 
Pieslak, Sasso, and Panula. ensembles. Viking Chorale said of one of the 
DirectorofChoralStudiesRichard The Cantala conductor is group's songs, "We sing it like we 
Bjella, who was given Lawrence's Associate Director of Choral Studies are slightly intoxicated." Another 
Award for Excellence in Teaching Phillip Swan, who has recently been of the Chorale's songs will use crys-
last year at Commencement, directs appointed musical director for ta! glasses as accompanying instru-
the Viking Chorale and Concert Lawrence musicals. ments. 
Choir. The repertoire ranges in period 
appreciated the practice rooms, but 
thought that the best improvement 
is "having two Great Halls," because 
"there's room for more than one 
group [to stay at Bjorklunden at a 
time)." 
Although Van Boxtel worried 
that the intimate feel of the original 
structure would be lost, she said 
that the people who worked on the 
expansion were able to maintain the 
authenticity and blend the addition 
with the older building. "It doesn't 
feel like an expansion," she said. 
As Breseman pointed out, 
Bjorklunden is really a part of the 
'Lawrence difference.' "Bji:irklunden 
sets Lawrence apart [from other uni-
versities] ... It is a place to get away 
and to get in touch with nature," he 
said. Furthermore, he urged "every 
student to find a way to come up 
and experience Bji:irklunden." 
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Coming to 
your senses 
Movies 
Friday, October 26 
"Saw IV" 
"Dan in Real life" 
"Before the Devil Knows" 
"You're Dead" 
"Music Within" 
"Rails and Ties" 
DVDs 
Tuesday, October 30 
"license to Wed" 
"The Tripper" 
"Talk to Her" 
"Captivity'' 
"Day Watch" 
Music 
Tuesday, October 30 
Avenged Sevenfold 
"Avenged Sevenfold" 
Britney Spears 
"Blackout" 
David Byrne 
"The Knee Plays" 
Duran Duran 
"Red Carpet Massacre" 
Mario 
"Go" 
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Students agree: music industry in need of change 
Alex Schaaf 
A&E Editor 
In last week's article, I examined 
how bands such as Radiohead and 
Nine Inch Nails are changing the face 
of the music industry by dropping 
their labels and offering their music 
for free, and why this change was 
well overdue. 
This week I'd like to take a look 
at the results of a survey r" took 
of many Lawrence students. The 
answers were given on the promise 
of anonymity, so the results hope-
fully are as close to the truth as 
possible. 
I asked several questions in the 
survey, but they mostly got to the 
issue of whether or not Lawrence 
students downloaded music ille-
gally. 
When asked how often they pur-
chased physical CDs, 67 percent 
of the students said that they did 
so "sometimes," as opposed to the 
extremes of "never" or "often." 
When asked how often they 
downloaded music from legal sourc-
es, such as iTunes, 61 percent said 
they did so "sometimes," again. 
Finally, when asked about the 
amount of illegal downloading, 
whether it be from Llrnewire or tor-
rents or something else, 42 percent 
of the students said that they get 
their music for free "sometimes." 
Another 32 percent said they 
"never" downloaded illegally, while 
a quarter of the students said they 
"often" downloaded in this way. 
According to the survey taken, 
only a third of the Lawrence students 
claim to have a music collection that 
is over 50 percent illegally obtained 
files. The rest said that most of their 
library was "legal." 
I then surveyed students from 
other schools in Wisconsin, most 
of them coming from UW-Madison, 
UW-La Crosse and other such state 
schools; 64 percent of them said that 
they purchased actual CDs "some-
times." 
When asked about how often 
they used legal downloading sources 
such as iTunes, they offered up a 
resounding "pfft," as 72 percent 
of the students said that they had 
"never" downloaded in a legal way. 
The big difference between us 
and them came when I asked them 
about their illegal downloading hab-
its. 
A full 52 percent of these stu-
dents said that they "often" down-
loaded illegally, and most of these 
answers were in the "illegal down-
loading is the only way I get music" 
vein. 
In fact, 64 percent of the stu-
dents said that their music library 
was almost all illegal. 
So why the difference? Why do 
Lawrence students appear to be 
more law-abiding than their peers in 
the UW system? 
Besides the obvious fact that we 
World Music Lecture opens ears 
Lucy Moser 
for The lowrencian 
What do we really know about 
Tibet and Mongolia? After a pre-
sentation by Lawrence alumni Peter 
Marsh and Brian Pert! on music 
from these places, some Lawrence 
students know a lot more. 
Sunday, Oct. 21, Marsh and Pertl 
came to Harper Hall to talk about 
the music of each of these countries. 
Marsh and Pertl have made livings 
on their knowledge of music from 
these countries, Marsh specializing 
in Mongolian music and Pertl spe-
cializing in Tibetan music. 
Marsh and Pertl both started 
out double-majoring in English and 
music, but have since established 
their specialties in Mongolia and 
Tibet. Marsh is now an ethnomu-
sicologist with interdisciplinary 
training, teaching as a professor at 
California State University, East Bay, 
and Pertl is the manager of the Media 
Acquisitions Group at Microsoft (but 
still travels to perform and lecture). 
Both Marsh and Pertl credit the 
Lawrence overseas programs with 
influencing their career choices. They 
encouraged everyone at Lawrence to 
go abroad and e,xpose themselves to 
a different culture. 
"Exposure to any culture is very 
important in expanding your mind," 
said Pertl. Even if your interest is 
different from anyone else's, Marsh 
advised students to "follow [their] 
passions" in order to get on the 
right path to making a career they 
really love. 
The lecture featured discussions 
of many native instruments. One 
featured Tibetan instrument was the 
thighbone trumpet, which is actually 
made from a human thighbone. 
The reason Tibetans use a human 
bone for this instrument is that it 
helps them conquer the fear of death 
- those who are afraid of heights 
should go to the top of a mountain 
to get over their fear, and those 
afraid of death use a dead person's 
bone to make music. 
Another important instrument 
in Tibet is the shell trumpet. The 
shell trumpet is a visually beautiful 
instrument, not only because it is a 
shell, but also because of its intricate 
metalwork. 
Tibetans do not make their 
instruments beautiful for no rea-
son. Each time these instruments are 
played, a musical offering is being 
made. A true musical offering is 
meant to please and help people to 
reach enlightenment; if the instru-
ment is visually beautiful, it will help 
them on their way. 
Each instrument is meant to 
sending a vocal musical offering, 
Tibetans employ multiphonic chant-
ing, in which there are only slight 
changes in pitch and tone. 
One Mongolian instrument that 
Photo by Joy Manweiler 
Peter Marsh and Brian Pertl presented many unique instruments from Mongolia and Tibet. 
play specific songs. They are usually 
played in pairs, though usually not 
in unison. Pertl said, "To us, that is 
called 'out of tune', but to them it is 
beautiful." 
Unlike most music in the U.S., 
a loud and violent sound is often 
appealing in Tibetan rituals. In order 
to be permitted to play the tradi-
tional three notes during a ritual, 
musicians must practice for three to 
four hours a day for six years. 
An interesting fact about Tibetan 
music regarded injuries from play-
ing these instruments. The most 
common injury that occurs while 
playing? In some cases, the musician 
plays so loud his lip splits down the 
middle. 
Although instruments are impor-
tant in Tibetan music, chanting is at 
its core. Voice is the most appealing 
sound for a musical offering. When 
was discussed was the "horse head 
fiddle," which, contrary to its name, 
is not really made from a horse's 
head. It has two strings that are 
made of horsehairs, and at the top 
of the instrument a horse's head is 
carved. 
The reason for the horsehair and 
the image of a horse's head is to 
show praise for the animal and all 
it does to provide for humans. The 
Mongolians are well-tuned to their 
environment and sing for the spirit 
of the lands and animals where they 
lived. 
Going abroad is a great way to 
learn about new cultures, but in 
the meantime, learning about their 
musical tastes and traditions is an 
interesting and informative start. 
After all, as Pertl noted, "It is a dif-
ferent world of listening" - so listen 
carefully. 
are far superior to state school stu-
dents, the answer is not clear. 
Maybe we have better morals. 
Maybe we are simply less truthful. 
Or maybe we have just realized that 
it is not worth relying on our dread-
fully slow Internet connections to fill 
our music libraries. 
But the fact remains that large 
percentages of both parties said they 
did not have the money to purchase 
all of their music legally, no matter 
how much they wanted to. 
Music downloading hit the news 
again these past few days, with a 
shutdown of a major torrent site 
called OiNK. Another popular site 
for viewing movies and television 
shows, TV Links, was also shut down 
in the past week. 
All of this does not bode well for 
our immoral state school friends, 
but maybe this news will put even 
more pressure on the music industry 
to change the way they are doing 
things. We should not be paying $15 
per album, or be forced to buy MP3s 
online that are only compatible with 
a certain kind of player. 
Music needs to be made more 
available to the general public. Music 
is an art. That does not mean that it 
should be free to the public, since 
musicians would never get their 
music to our ears without some 
cash in their hands to produce the 
albums. 
However, we should not be 
charged such a high price, and 
then sued for exorbitant amounts 
of money when we try and obtain 
music through other channels. 
The simple fact remains that 
downloading music illegally is, well, 
illegal. Doing so is breaking the law. 
This article is not endorsing illegal 
activities, rather, it is endorsing a 
change in the laws themselves. 
At the very least, the recording 
industry should not be suing people 
for $225,000 for bypassing their 
archaic business model. 
Brewery Tours 
Saturdays @2:IJJ pm 
$5.IJJ per person Includes: 
Logo Taster Glass 
Fresh Sample$ 
Comprehensive Tour 
Must Pre-Register 7.35-0507 or 
a~@stonecellarbrewpub.com 
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Fantastic 
Fantasies 
Dylan Fogel 
for The Lawrentian 
I was watching the Colts vs. 
Jaguars game on Monday night with 
my roommates, when during a third 
quarter interception by the Jaguars, 
my normally reserved and relatively 
quiet friends exchanged the follow-
ing dialogue: 
Roommate T: Gosh (expletive) 
- [stands up and throwing his note-
book on the floor] Peyton Manning, 
why the (expletive) are you throwing 
it there (long list of expletives mixed 
with angry gibberish. What was he 
thinking? 
Roommate J: (laughs.) Yes, yes, 
yes! (He points and laughs at the 
screen, giddy at T's obvious dis-
tress) 
What would cause two room-
mates and friends to act this way 
toward a football game in which 
they do not care about the teams 
involved? After things had calmed 
down, I learned that Roommate 'T' 
was playing Roommate 'J' in Fantasy 
Football this week, and 'T' had 
Peyton Manning as his quarterback, 
while 'J' had the Jaguars defense. 
This made me think of how 
influential fantasy sports have 
become in our sports culture, and 
how it has changed what it means 
to be a fan. The two roommates are 
a perfect example. They don't care 
about the Colts or the Jaguars. 
They are from Chicago and 
are huge Bears fans. Yet they still 
became so invested that when 
Peyton Manning threw the intercep-
tion, 'T' reacted as if Peyton had 
stolen his girlfriend and then mur-
dered his dog, while 'J' acted as if 
Walter Payton came back to life and 
offered to give his football skills to 
'J's first child. 
The effect that fantasy sports 
have had on how people watch 
sports and root for teams is incred-
ible. People are starting to care 
about games and pay attention to 
teams that before would have been 
ignored. 
This is a good thing for histori-
cally poor teams with little fan base, 
such as the Arizona Cardinals. And 
an even better thing for the leagues 
in which these teams play. As a 
result of the sudden interest in play-
ers from some of the lesser-known 
teams, the league as a whole gets a 
boost in popularity. 
Anything that gets people 
excited about sports is a good 
thing. Fantasy sports do just that 
- through multiple sports. People 
involved in fantasy leagues feel a 
certain connection to the players 
they "own," even if those athletes 
are not on a team the person likes 
very much. 
That person still feels a certain 
satisfaction whenever their player 
has a good game. Also people, who 
compete in Fantasy Football, are 
likely to play other fantasy sports, 
such as basketball and baseball. This 
adds to the popularity of the other 
sports, and creates a kind of fan-
tasy sport in-group, where sports 
information is traded between the 
sports. 
The design of fantasy sports 
encourages people to follow the 
sports closely. It is convenient, easy 
to use, and free. For these reasons, 
they increase the general interest in 
sports by making them accessible to 
everybody. 
THE LAWRENTIAN 
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Lawrence welcomes new coaches 
Kyle Nodarse 
for The Lawrentian 
This winter, three new coaches 
take the helms of three very success-
ful programs with new ideas on ways 
to improve the Lawrence athletic 
experience. 
Swimming as well as both men's 
and women's basketball programs all 
have new coaches this year, though 
not all of the faces are unfamiliar. 
Joel DePagter, the head golf coach 
and assistant basketball coach of 
the men's basketball team is step-
ping into the head coach role for the 
men's basketball team. 
A Lawrence '98 graduate, he 
began coaching at Hillsdale College 
in Michigan, where his predeces-
sor, Coach Tharp, is now the head 
coach. He came back to Lawrence 
four years ago to be Tharp's assis-
tant and began coaching basketball 
as well as golf. 
He is especially grateful to 
Lawrence's Athletic Director, Bob 
Beeman, for this opportunity, and is 
looking forward to leading this team 
into a new era. He is excited about 
working with not only great talent, 
but people of great character, and he 
says he is ready for the challenges of 
the upcoming season. 
He returns seven of the men's 
basketball team's eight leading scor-
ers from last year as well as many 
players with on-court experience. 
Coach DePagter is looking to bring 
home the fourth conference title in 
five years for this team. His biggest 
goal, besides the conference title, is 
emphasizing his beliefs in morals 
and refusing to quit in the face of 
adversity. 
The new women's basketball 
coach is Michelle Walsh. She gradu-
Photo courtesy of lawrence.edu 
Women's basketball Coach Michele Walsh. 
ated from Swarthmore College in 
1998 and has held the position 
of assistant coach at both Smith 
College and Hobart and William 
Smith College. 
Walsh is taking over a success-
ful program as well but is looking 
to continue the program's growth, 
now and in the future. She is getting 
to know her team, which will return 
with experience, and is looking to 
focus on the fundamentals of the 
game and the necessity for condi-
tioning. 
She will have a lot of youth to 
go along with the experience and is 
very energetic about the year ahead. 
She noted that the reason she chose 
Lawrence was the idea that student-
athletes still existed here. 
The idea of individualized learn-
ing goes hand-in-hand with her phi-
losophy of team accountability. She 
is excited to be working with a tal-
ented and caring administration and 
looks forward to a great year. 
The Lawrence University men's 
and women's swim teams have one 
new coach, Dan Lloyd, ready to push 
both teams to new heights. He grad-
uated from Millikin University in 
2002 and has been in competitive 
Photo courtesy oflawrence.edu 
Men's Basketball Coach Joel Depagter. 
swimming since the age of four. He 
was a five-time All-American athlete, 
holding state records in the 1650 
and the 1000 races. 
Before coming to Lawrence, 
Lloyd was the head coach at Normal 
Community West High School as 
well as an assistant at University of 
Michigan. He is excited to coach a 
team with a lot of returning talent, 
and the season looks to be headed 
in the right direction. 
One of his main goals fits in well 
with Lawrence's view of the student-
athlete; he wants his teams to be in 
the top 25 nationally for Academic 
All-Americans. He looks forward to 
everyone improving his or her_ time 
throughout the year and to succeed 
at conference later this year. Lloyd 
returns the majority of his team 
and has a handful of freshman that 
look to push the upperclassman this 
year. 
All three of these teams seem 
to be headed in the right direction 
under new coaches and it looks like 
it will be an exciting winter for all 
of Lawrence's sports teams. To all 
of the coaches, good luck with the 
upcoming season, and welcome to 
Lawrence! 
LU soccer plays with grace in tough loss to SNC 
Kyle Nodarse 
for The Lawrentian 
The Lawrence men's soccer team 
put forth their best effort of the 
season this past Friday against a 
strong St. Norbert's College team. 
Norbert had yet to lose a game in 
the conference this season, coming 
to Lawrence with a 6-0-0 record. 
This rivalry on the soccer field has 
been building for some time, the 
two teams viciously battling every 
time they play. This time was no 
different. 
St. Norbert's scored first in the 
early part of the game off of a set 
piece after a Lawrence foul. Lawrence 
rebounded, playing the rest of the 
first half strong, matching Norbert 
shot for shot as play continued. 
Early in the second half, a question-
able foul led to a penalty kick for St. 
Norbert's, and they built their lead 
to 2-0. 
The Lawrence men refused to 
give in as they pounded the ball at 
the St. Norbert's goalie in an effort 
to score. They dominated the second 
half, taking nine shots and five cor-
ner kicks. · 
Finally, with just over 10 min-
utes left, a nice series of passes 
from freshman Nicholas Walker and 
senior Ryan Pikna led to freshman 
Vince Butitta scoring the first goal 
of the game for Lawrence. Lawrence 
kept attacking, creating chances up 
the sidelines and inside the box. 
Unfortunately, the game stayed at 
2-:r, though the Lawrence men gave 
it all they had. 
The Lawrence men's soccer team 
showed that not only do they belong 
among the conference's elite teams, 
they can be the better team, on and 
off the field. 
The result was not what the 
team wanted against St. Norbert's, 
but their effort and their maturity 
should leave them well prepared for 
the conference tournament to come. 
The men sit now at 3-3-1, still with 
10 points and still good for fifth 
place. 
Carroll defeated Ripon 6-0, 
so Lawrence needs to win against 
Grinnell and Knox to advance. They 
play both teams next weekend, 
Saturday and Sunday, at Alex gym. 
Everyone should get out and support 
them as they show all the specta-
tors what it really means to be a 
Viking hockey opens season with victory 
Ted Greeley 
for The Lawrentian 
Opening a season with a win is 
always sweet, but opening up the 
season with a shutout is just a little 
bit sweeter. This is exactly what the 
Lawrence men's hockey team did 
1111111 
••• Football 
The Lawrence University foot-
ball team traveled to Beloit College 
this past weekend and came back 
on Wednesday, blanking the Soo goal. Freshman Evan Johnson started 
Thunderbirds, of Sault Saint Marie between the pipes for the Yikes, 
Ontario, to skate away with a 3-0 making several big saves in the first 
win. period to keep the score at zeroes. 
The first period was a defensive Anyone disappointed at the lack 
affair. Both teams had chances to of scoring in the first period got 
score but neither could put away a their satisfaction in the second peri-
to campus as winners. The Vikings 
pounded Beloit by a score of 44-19. 
Junior Derek Micke got Lawrence 
off to a good start by returning the 
opening kickoff 85 yards for a touch-
down. The Vikings were impressive 
on both offense and defense as they 
gained 415 yards on offense and 
had four takeaways. 
Senior quarterback Eric 
Aspenson completed 16 of 26 pass-
es for 184 yards and two touch-
downs. On the receiving end of the 
two touchdown passes were Craig 
Fbert, who scored on a SO-yard 
pass, and Jeremiah Johnson, who 
got in the end zone on a IO-yard 
reception for his first collegiate 
touchdown. 
Lawrence will look to extend its 
winning streak this weekend as they 
take on Carroll College in this year's 
fall festival game, played Saturday, 
Oct. 27 at 5 p.m. in the Banta Bowl . 
Volleyball 
The Lawrence University 
Volleyball team won their seventh 
match of the season by defeating 
Edgewood College three games to 
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Lawrence University 
scorebard 
Football 
Lawrence 44 
Beloit 19 
Women's Soccer 
Lawrence 1 
St. Norbert's 3 
Men's Soccer 
Lawrence 1 
St. Norbert's 2 
Volleyball 
Lawrence 0 
Lakeland 3 
Lawrence 3 
Edgewood 1 
standings 
Football 
Team MWC O'All 
St. Norbert's 7-0 8-0 
Carroll 5-2 5-3 
Monmouth 5-2 5-3 
Ripon 5-2 5-3 
Illinois College 4-3 4-4 
Lawrence 3-4 3-4 
lake Forest 3-4 3-5 
Knox 2-5 3-5 
Grinnell 1-6 1-7 
Beloit 0-7 0-8 
Women's Soccer 
Team MWC O'All 
' lake Forest 7-1-0 10-6-1 
Carroll 6-0-0 12-2-1 
St. Norbert's 5-1-1 10-4-1 
Grinnell 5-2-0 9-7-0 
Beloit 4-5-0 5-10-2 
Monmouth 3-2-2 7-6-3 
Lawrence 2-4-1 4-9-1 
Illinois College 1-6-0 3-11-1 
Ripon 1-6-0 3-13-0 
Knox 0-7-0 1-14-1 
Men's Soccer 
Team MWC O'All 
St. Norbert's 7-0-0 10-6·0 
Grinnell 6-1-0 8-5-1 
Carroll 5-1-0 9-5-1 
Beloit 4-4-1 7-6-2 
Lawrence 3-3-1 6-8-1 
lake Forest 3-5-0 5-9-0 
Ripon 2-4-1 4-8-3 
Knox 2-4-1 4-10-1 
Monmouth 1-5-1 3-9-3 
Illinois College 0-6-1 4-9-3 
Volleyball 
O'All Team MWC 
Carroll 7-0 17-12 
St. Norbert's 7-1 22-3 
Beloit 5-2 14-13 
Ripon 5-2 12-11 
Monmouth 4-3 16-11 
lake Forest 2-4 7-16 
Illinois College 2-4 6-18 
Lawrence 2-6 7-19 
Grinnell 1-6 3-24 
Knox 0-7 0-24 
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.lawrence.edu and 
www.midwestconference. 
org and are current as of 
Oct. 24, 2007 
od, the Yikes put up their first goal 
of the season. At 1:19 into the sec-
ond period a turnover gave the puck 
to junior Mike Ackley who passed 
it to sophomore Marc Howe, who 
See Hockey on page 3 
one. As usual, they were led by 
their senior standout Kelly Mulcahy. 
Mulcahy had 26 kills in the victory 
and continues her ascent up the 
record boards. Mulcahy is primed to 
take over second place in the record 
books for most career kills. 
Sophomore Margaret Rhatican 
also performed well against 
Edgewood, with 15 kills. Mulcahy 
and Rhatican also led the team in 
digs with 27 and 23, respectively. 
The Vikings will finish up their 
season Thursday, Oct. 25 against 
Carroll College. 
